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The formation and migration of defects relevant to the Li ionic conduction in Li3N have been investigated
using first-principles calculations. For undoped Li3N, Frenkel reactions generating the Li vacancy and two
types of Li interstitial are found to dominate the defect equilibria. In the layered structure of Li3N, the Li
vacancy migrates selectively toward the intralayer direction, whereas the Li interstitial readily moves in both
intralayer and interlayer directions. Despite the significant crystallographic anisotropy and the orientation
dependence of dominant charge carriers, the resultant activation energy for the Li ionic conduction is nearly
isotropic in the undoped system. The presence of H impurities yields Li vacancy-rich defect equilibria, leading
to an anisotropic ionic conduction governed by the Li vacancy. These findings elucidate the variable anisotropy
in the ionic conductivity of Li3N.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the demands for further downscaling and
lightweighting of portable electronic devices and for wider
applications of batteries, the development of high-
performance electrolytes and electrodes has been a key issue
in lithium-ion battery technologies. Lithium nitride �Li3N�, a
prototype of the fast solid-state ionic conductor, has moti-
vated fundamental studies on its superb Li ionic
conductivity1–15 and the exploration of related novel ionic/
mixed conductors for electrolyte and electrode
applications.16–19 The layered structure of Li3N leads to an
anisotropic Li ionic conduction, where the intralayer conduc-
tivity is greater than the interlayer conductivity. Interestingly,
the magnitude of the anisotropy depends on the type of
specimen,4,6–8 which cannot be explained by a simple
mechanism such as an orientation-dependent migration en-
ergy of a dominant charge carrier species. It was suggested
that this behavior is related to hydrogen �H� impurities inten-
tionally or unintentionally incorporated.6,7 Wahl6 reported
that the anisotropy is small in undoped specimens, and it
increases significantly with H doping. The microscopic
mechanism behind the variable anisotropy, however, has not
been established.

In previous works on the Li conduction/diffusion in Li3N,
it was considered that the Li vacancy �VLi� is the dominant
charge carrier. The migration mechanism of VLi has been
proposed by Sarnthein et al.14 through first-principles mo-
lecular dynamics calculations. Wolf et al.12,13 has pointed out
on the basis of molecular dynamics simulations using inter-
atomic potentials that the Li interstitial �Lii� also contributes
to the Li ionic conduction/diffusion at high temperatures.
However, the structure and migration mechanism of Lii have
not been clarified at an atomistic level. The detailed under-
standing of the outstanding ionic conductivity of Li3N is im-

portant since it is expected to provide a useful guideline for
the design and exploration of novel high-performance ionic
conductors.

In the present study, we revisit the Li ionic conduction
mechanism in Li3N using extensive first-principles calcula-
tions on the formation and migration of VLi and Lii, including
the effect of the H impurity. It is found that Li3N has duplex-
charge carriers: not only VLi but also Lii plays an essential
role, depending on the crystallographic orientation and the
presence and absence of H impurities. The variable aniso-
tropic Li ionic conduction in Li3N can be understood from
the formation and migration of the duplex carriers.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The calculations were performed using density functional
theory20,21 with the plane-wave projector augmented-wave
�PAW� method22 as implemented in the VASP code.23–25 The
exchange-correlation term was treated with the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof functional26 based on the generalized gra-
dient approximation. PAW data sets having radial cutoffs of
1.1, 0.8, and 0.6 Å for Li, N, and H, respectively, and a
plane-wave cutoff energy of 400 eV were employed. For
defect calculations, supercells containing 300 atoms were
constructed by the 5�5�3 expansion of the Li3N unit cell.
k-point sampling was conducted only at the � point since the
test calculations for major defects, i.e., VLi and Lii, using a
2�2�2 k-point mesh indicated the convergence of the for-
mation energies within 0.01 eV. The ionic positions were
relaxed until the residual forces became less than
0.01 eV /Å, with the lattice constants fixed at the values op-
timized for the perfect crystal: a=3.651 and c=3.888 Å,
which overestimate experimental values of a=3.641 and c
=3.872 Å �Ref. 27� by 0.3% and 0.4%, respectively.
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To discuss the energetics for the Li ionic conduction, de-
fect formation and migration were separately studied. Con-
cerning the former, the formation energies of native defects
and H impurities in relevant charge states were evaluated
as28,29

Ef = Etot
def − Etot

per − �
i

�ni�i + qEF, �1�

where Etot
def and Etot

per denote the total energy of the supercell
containing a defect in charge state q and that of the perfect-
crystal supercell, respectively. �ni is the difference in the
number of constituent atom i between these supercells. �i
�i=Li, N, and H� denotes the atomic chemical potentials and
EF is the Fermi level. The reference of EF for the defect
supercells was aligned with that for the perfect crystal using
the average electrostatic potentials at ionic positions farthest
from the defect and that in the perfect crystal.28–31

The chemical potentials of Li and N that constitute host
Li3N can vary under a correlation of

3�Li + �N = �Li3N�bulk�, �2�

where �Li3N�bulk� is the chemical potential of bulk Li3N. The
upper limits of �Li and �N were set at �Li=�Li�bulk� �Li rich�
and �N=1 /2�N2�molecule� �N rich�, respectively. The calcu-
lated total energies per unit formula were used for the chemi-
cal potentials of the reference systems. The upper limit of
�H, i.e., the H-rich limit, was determined assuming the equi-
libria of H-doped Li3N with relevant Li-H-N compounds;
those showing negative formation energies, which are LiNH2
and LiH among Li4NH, Li2NH, LiNH2, and LiH, were con-
sidered. The equilibrium among Li3N, LiNH2, and LiH was
found to yield the highest value of �H, which is given, in
addition to Eq. �2�, as

�Li + �N + 2�H = �LiNH2�bulk�, �3�

�Li + �H = �LiH�bulk�. �4�

We consider this H-rich limit as an extreme case of H-doped
Li3N.

Assuming a dilute regime in which the interactions be-
tween defects can be neglected, the equilibrium concentra-
tion of defect j is estimated as29,32

Cj = Nj exp�−
Ej

f

kBT
� , �5�

where Nj denotes the number of sites for defect j. In the case
of charged defects, for which formation energies depend on
the Fermi level as given in Eq. �1�, the equilibrium concen-
trations are determined via the charge neutrality condition.
Fully ionic charge compensation can be reasonably assumed
for Li3N exhibiting essentially pure ionic conductivity.8

Therefore, the contributions of electrons and holes were ne-
glected, and only fully charged defects were considered. The
charge neutrality condition is then given as

�
j

qjCj = 0. �6�

Using Eqs. �1�, �5�, and �6�, the equilibrium concentrations
of relevant defects, as well as the Fermi level and the forma-
tion energies, were determined under given atomic chemical
potentials and temperature.

The energetically favorable migration paths of Li ions and
their energy barriers were evaluated by dividing the paths
connecting the configurations at the initial and final states
into more than 15 hyperplanes. For each hyperplane, geom-
etry optimization was performed with ionic relaxation re-
stricted to the plane. This provides the lowest energy con-
figuration within each hyperplane. The series of the relaxed
ionic configurations and their energies constitute the trajec-
tories and energy profiles of the Li ionic migration. The tra-
jectories and energy profiles obtained in this way were con-
firmed to be smooth, as shown later in Sec. III C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Defect species and equilibrium concentrations

Figure 1�a� shows the unit cell of Li3N. The Li ions oc-
cupy the Li�1� and Li�2� sites in the Li and Li2N layers,
respectively. Vacancies at these sites were considered, which
are referred to as VLi�1� and VLi�2�. For Lii, we found two
configurations by geometry optimization. The local relaxed
geometries are depicted in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�. Both are char-
acterized by dumbbells, which consist of one Li ion from the
lattice site and the other from the interstitial site. The dumb-
bells are centered nearly at the Li�1� and Li�2� sites and
oriented parallel to the a and c axes, respectively. These
configurations are denoted as Lii�1� and Lii�2�.

The calculated equilibrium concentrations of native and
H-related defects are shown in Fig. 2 for two extreme cases,
i.e., undoped Li3N at the Li-rich limit and H-doped Li3N at
the H-rich limit. The numbers of defect sites per unit cell,
which were used for the evaluation of the concentrations, are
one for VLi�1�, Lii�1�, VN, Ni, Hi, and HLi�1� and two for VLi�2�,
Lii�2�, and HLi�2�. In the undoped case presented in Fig. 2�a�,
only three types of defect, i.e., VLi�2�

− , Lii�1�
+ , and Lii�2�

+ , appear
in the given concentration range; the other defects, i.e.,
VLi�1�

− , VN
3+, and Ni

3−, exhibit lower concentrations. We found
that the N-rich limit yields nearly identical concentration
profiles with those for the Li-rich limit shown in Fig. 2�a�.
The defect concentrations are, thus, essentially independent

(a) (b) (c)

a

c
Li2N layer

Li layer

N

Li(1)

Li(2)

Li2N layer

Lii(2)Lii(1)

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Unit cell of Li3N �space group:
P6 /mmm�. The smaller �red� and larger �blue� circles denote Li and
N ions, respectively. �b� and �c� Local relaxed geometries of the Li
interstitials in two configurations �Lii�1� and Lii�2��, which are char-
acterized by the Li dumbbells centered nearly at the Li�1� and Li�2�
sites, respectively.
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of �Li and �N in undoped Li3N. This is due to the defect
equilibria dominated by two types of intrinsic Frenkel reac-
tion as explained below.

At low temperatures ��300 K�, the predominant defects
are VLi�2�

− and Lii�1�
+ . They have nearly the same concentra-

tions, indicating the dominance of the Frenkel reaction gen-
erating these defects. As the temperature increases, the con-
centration of Lii�2�

+ becomes closer to that of Lii�1�
+ . Therefore,

another Frenkel reaction generating VLi�2�
− and Lii�2�

+ also
takes place at high temperatures. The charge neutrality con-
dition requires that the concentration of VLi�2�

− is approxi-
mately equal to the sum of the concentrations of Lii�1�

+ and
Lii�2�

+ . To maintain this condition, the chemical potential de-
pendence of the formation energy of each defect is compen-
sated by the change in the Fermi level in Eq. �1�. This cor-
responds to the fact that the intrinsic Frenkel reaction does
not depend on the chemical potentials.

Moving on to H-doped Li3N shown in Fig. 2�b�, the de-
fect equilibrium is altered from the undoped case. Under this
chemical potential condition corresponding to the H-rich
limit, we found that HLi�2�

0 exhibits the highest concentration
among the H-related defects. Its equilibrium concentration
reaches the maximum value of 4.4�1022 cm−3, for which
all the Li�2� site is occupied by H �not shown in Fig. 2�b��.
This may result from the extreme H-rich condition consid-
ered here. In addition, the concentration of HLi�2�

0 may be
overestimated because defect-defect interactions, which can
be important for such high concentrations, are neglected in
its evaluation using Eqs. �5� and �6�. In the relaxed geometry
of HLi�2�

0 , H is located near one of the nearest-neighbor N
ions with a N-H distance of 1.04 Å. The formation of this

NH2−-like configuration is consistent with a previous experi-
mental report.6 In terms of the Li ionic conduction, however,
this defect is not directly relevant because its neutral charge
state does not affect the concentrations of the charge carriers,
i.e., charged Li defects; instead, Hi

+ plays an important role.
As shown in Fig. 2�b�, the charge neutrality condition is met
mostly by the equalization of the concentrations of Hi

+ and
VLi�2�

− . In contrast to the undoped case, Lii�1�
+ and Lii�2�

+ have
one to two orders of magnitude smaller concentrations than
VLi�2�

− .

B. Defect formation energies

To discuss the formation energy contribution to the acti-
vation energy for the Li ionic conduction, the formation en-
ergies of VLi

− and Lii
+ were evaluated. The results are shown

in Table I. In the undoped case, the formation energies were
obtained at the Li-rich limit and T=300 K, using Eq. �1� and
the Fermi level determined via the charge neutrality condi-
tion given by Eq. �6�. It is noted, however, that the values are
almost independent of the Li and N chemical potentials, cor-
responding to the behavior of the equilibrium concentrations
as mentioned in Sec. III A. In addition, the formation ener-
gies are essentially independent of temperature; the largest
variation is only 0.01 eV in the temperature range from 300
to 700 K, which is typical for the ionic conductivity mea-
surement for Li3N.

The formation energies of VLi�2�
− , Lii�1�

+ , and Lii�2�
+ are close

to each other in the undoped case. This is expected from their
similar concentrations shown in Fig. 2�a�; the difference in
the number of defect sites by a factor of 2 exerts small in-
fluences. Meanwhile, the formation energy of VLi�1�

− �not
shown in Table I� is 1.77 eV higher than that of VLi�2�

− . This is
consistent with the results of previously reported first-
principles calculations14 and atomistic simulations.11

For H-doped Li3N, the formation energy contribution to
the Li ionic conduction can be estimated by assuming likely
extrinsic conditions, which are given as follows: �i� the H
concentration is constant during conductivity measurements
with varying temperature and �ii� VLi�2�

− is mainly generated
via the dissociation of HLi�2�

0 , which is the dominant
H-related defect as mentioned in Sec. III A, into Hi

+ and
VLi�2�

− . Whether the latter condition holds or not is determined
by the competition between the formation of VLi�2�

− via the
dissociation of HLi�2�

0 and that via the intrinsic Frenkel reac-
tions, which are, respectively, given as

HLi�2�
0 → VLi�2�

− + Hi
+,

�VLi�2�
− ��Hi

+�

�HLi�2�
0 �

= 2 exp�−
E1

kBT
� ,

�7�
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Equilibrium defect concentrations as a
function of temperature under two chemical potential conditions:
�a� undoped Li3N at the Li-rich limit and �b� H-doped Li3N at the
H-rich limit.

TABLE I. Formation energies of dominant native defects in un-
doped and H-doped Li3N.

Formation energy �eV�
VLi�2�

− Lii�1�
+ Lii�2�

+

Undoped 0.40 0.39 0.43

H doped 0.33 0.45 0.50
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null → VLi�2�
− + Lii�1�

+ , �VLi�2�
− ��Lii�1�

+ � = 2 exp�−
E2

kBT
� ,

�8�

null → VLi�2�
− + Lii�2�

+ , �VLi�2�
− ��Lii�2�

+ � = 4 exp�−
E3

kBT
� ,

�9�

where �j� denotes the concentration of defect j, i.e., Cj in Eq.
�5�. E1=0.66 eV, E2=0.78 eV, and E3=0.83 eV were ob-
tained using the calculated formation energies for constituent
defects in these chemical equations. Note that the values of
E1, E2, and E3 are independent of the temperature. We as-
sume �HLi�2�

0 � to be a constant since �HLi�2�
0 �� �Hi

+� holds for
T�700 K as mentioned in Sec. III A and hence the total H
concentration, which is assumed to be a constant, is nearly
equal to �HLi�2�

0 �. The H dissociation reaction given by Eq.
�7� was found to dominate over the Frenkel reactions given
by Eqs. �8� and �9� when the H concentration is higher than
�1% at 300 K ��10% at 700 K�. In this extrinsic regime,
the charge neutrality condition is approximately given as

�VLi�2�
− � = �Hi

+� . �10�

Equations �7� and �10� yield the formation energy of VLi�2�
− as

1 /2E1=0.33 eV. The formation energies of Lii�1�
+ and Lii�2�

+

are then obtained using Eqs. �8� and �9� as E2−1 /2E1
=0.45 eV and E3−1 /2E1=0.50 eV, respectively. As shown
in Table I, the resultant formation energy of VLi�2�

− is lower
and those of Lii�1�

+ and Lii�2�
+ are higher than the correspond-

ing undoped values. Thus, the incorporation of H impurities
changes the defect equilibria and hence the formation ener-
gies of the native defects. As discussed later, this affects the
activation energy for the Li ionic conduction in Li3N.

C. Migration paths and energies of Li ions

The migration paths and energies of VLi and Lii were de-
termined for the intralayer and interlayer directions. The re-
sults are shown in Figs. 3–5. Concerning the migration of
VLi, we focus on VLi�2�

− because VLi�1�
− with a 1.8 eV higher

formation energy is expected to make a negligible contribu-
tion. The migration of VLi�2�

− via VLi�1�
− as an intermediate

state is unlikely for the same reason. In the case of the intra-
layer migration, it was found that one of the Li�2� ions ad-
jacent to VLi�2�

− on the same Li2N layer simply moves to the

vacancy site as shown in Fig. 3. The highest barrier height
for the migration, i.e., the migration energy, was estimated to
be only 0.01 eV. This value is close to those predicted in
previous first-principles studies.14,15

In contrast to the intralayer migration, the migration of
VLi�2�

− in the interlayer direction was found to occur via meta-
stable configurations at the intermediate states. Among the
migration paths obtained through extensive searches, two
typical paths with low migration energies are presented in
Fig. 4. In these paths, VLi�2�

− migrates via similar transient
dumbbell-like configurations at the Li�1� sites but toward
different Li�2� sites. In the path indicated in Fig. 4�a� �path
�a��, VLi�2�

− migrates toward the Li�2� site located above the
initial VLi�2�

− position. On the other hand, VLi�2�
− migrates from

one unit cell to another in path �b�, yielding a lower migra-
tion energy �barrier height for the migration� than path �a� as
shown in Fig. 4�c�. This migration mechanism has been pre-
viously suggested by Sarnthein et al.14 through first-
principles calculations focused on the VLi migration. The
present migration energy of 0.42 eV is 0.16 eV lower than
the reported value. This may be due to the use of larger
supercells in the present calculations, where more ions can
relax. In the two studies, the following common important
conclusions have been drawn: �i� the most favorable path for

initial state final state

FIG. 3. �Color online� Predicted mechanism for the intralayer
migration of VLi. The smaller �red� and larger �blue� circles denote
Li and N ions, respectively: the filled circles for the relaxed geom-
etries at the initial and final states around VLi�2�

− and the translucent
circles for the trajectories of ionic motions. The VLi�2�

− positions at
the initial and final states are designated by the dotted circles.

(a) (b)

initial state

intermediate
state

final state

(c)

0.2

0.4

0.6

initial intermediate final
Normalized migration path

)
Ve(

ygren
E

a

b

0

FIG. 4. �Color online� Predicted mechanisms for the interlayer
migration of VLi. �a� Migration toward the Li�2� site located above
the initial VLi�2�

− position. �b� Toward the Li�2� site in another unit
cell. Relaxed geometries and ionic motions are presented in the
same manner as Fig. 3. Dumbbell-like structures at the intermediate
states are enclosed. �c� Energy profiles for the migration paths
shown in �a� and �b�.
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the interlayer migration of VLi is path �b� and �ii� the energy
barrier for the interlayer migration is at least 0.4 eV higher
than that for the intralayer migration.

The predicted path and energy profile of Lii migration
with the lowest energy barrier are presented in Fig. 5. The
migration mechanism involves both Lii�1�

+ and Lii�2�
+ : taking

Lii�1�
+ as the initial configuration, one of the Li ions in the

Lii�1�
+ dumbbell moves toward the Li�2� site to form a Lii�2�

+

dumbbell, and then, the Lii�2�
+ dumbbell turns into a Lii�1�

+

dumbbell, which is located on the right-hand side of the ini-
tial configuration �intralayer migration� or above �interlayer
migration� in Fig. 5�a�. For both Lii�1�

+ and Lii�2�
+ , the dumb-

bells in their lowest energy configurations are slightly off
centered from the Li�1� and Li�2� sites, i.e., not mirror sym-
metric, but the energy differences from the symmetric con-
figurations are marginal ��0.01 eV�, as shown in Fig. 5�b�.
In other words, the potential is nearly flat around the sym-
metric configurations. The highest energy barrier for the mi-
gration is located around the middle of the Lii�1�

+ and Lii�2�
+

configurations. It is noteworthy that the barrier height is only
0.08 eV and that this mechanism is common to the intralayer
and interlayer migrations, indicating that Lii is mobile in
both directions.

D. Activation energies for Li ionic conduction

The activation energies for the Li ionic conduction were
evaluated as the sum of the formation and migration ener-
gies. The results are summarized in Table II. For VLi, the
activation energies of VLi�2�

− having a much higher concentra-
tion �and also much lower formation energy� than VLi�1�

− are
taken. For Lii, since Lii�1�

+ and Lii�2�
+ are very similar in the

formation energy and both of them are involved in the mi-
gration process as described above, Lii�1�

+ and Lii�2�
+ are de-

noted together as Lii�1,2�
+ ; for simplicity, the formation energy

of Lii�1�
+ was employed for that of Lii�1,2�

+ .
In the case of undoped Li3N, in which the defect equilib-

rium is governed by the Frenkel reactions, the concentrations
of the two dominant defects, i.e., VLi�2�

− and Lii�1,2�
+ , are ap-

proximately equal, resulting in the approximately equal for-
mation energies, as discussed in Sec. III A. Therefore, the
difference in activation energy is given by the migration en-
ergy contributions. In view of the resultant activation energy,
VLi�2�

− is slightly preferable to Lii�1,2�
+ for the intralayer con-

duction, whereas Lii�1,2�
+ is much more favorable for the in-

terlayer conduction and hence VLi�2�
− is expected to make a

minor contribution. Notably, the orientation dependence of
the lowest activation energy is very small despite the aniso-
tropic layered structure and the different charge carriers be-
tween the intralayer and interlayer directions. It is also noted
that the concentrations of the two types of charge carrier are
nearly the same.

For H-doped Li3N, the activation energy of VLi�2�
− de-

creases from the undoped value owing to the decrease in its
formation energy, while the formation energy of Lii�1,2�

+ and
hence its activation energy increases, as discussed in Sec.
III B. VLi�2�

− with a higher concentration and a lower activa-
tion energy is expected to dominate the intralayer conduc-
tion. For the interlayer conduction, either VLi�2�

− with a higher
concentration and a higher activation energy or Lii�1,2�

+ with a
lower concentration and a lower activation energy can be the
major carrier, depending on the H concentration in the speci-
men and the conductivity measurement temperature. In both
cases, particularly in the former, the anisotropy is obvious
compared to the undoped system. The present results thus
suggest that the anisotropic conduction and diffusion of Li
ions in Li3N are induced by the H incorporation. For com-
parison, experimental activation energies for the Li ionic

Lii(2)
+Lii(1)

+ Lii(1)
+

(a)

(b)

initial state intermediate state final state

initial intermediate final

E
ne
rg
y
(e
V
)
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0.02

0
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interlayer
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Lii(1)
+

Lii(1)
+

Lii(2)
+

Lii(1)
+

FIG. 5. �Color online� Predicted mechanism for the intralayer
and interlayer migrations of Lii. �a� Relaxed geometries and ionic
motions, which are presented in the same manner as Figs. 3 and 4.
�b� Energy profile. Mirror symmetric configurations for Lii�1�

+ and
Lii�2�

+ are taken as the left and right edges and the center of the
abscissa representing the normalized migration path, respectively.

TABLE II. Activation energies for the intralayer and interlayer
conductions of VLi and Lii in undoped and H-doped Li3N, along
with experimental activation energies for the Li ionic conduction
�Refs. 6 and 7� and diffusion �Refs. 2 and 4�. Values for the charge
carriers that are likely to make minor contributions are shown in
parentheses �see text for the details�.

Activation energy �eV�
Undoped H doped

Intralayer Interlayer Intralayer Interlayer

VLi 0.40 �0.81� 0.34 0.75

Lii 0.47 0.47 �0.53� 0.53

Expt.a 0.56 0.67 0.28 0.59

Expt.b 0.23, 0.25 0.65, 0.78

Expt.c 0.41 0.68

Expt.d 0.65

aReference 6.
bReference 7.
cReference 4.
dReference 2.
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conduction6,7 and diffusion2,4 are also listed in Table II. The
experimental results show a dispersion, but a tendency that
the H-doped specimens exhibit a larger anisotropy is recog-
nized. The calculated activation energies are close to the ex-
perimental values. More notably, they reproduce the variable
anisotropic behavior associated with the H incorporation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The formation and migration of VLi and Lii in Li3N have
been investigated using first-principles calculations, includ-
ing the effect of the H impurity. Contrary to previous under-
standing, we found that Lii forms in two types of dumbbell
structure with low formation energies and that Lii in these
structures readily migrates and hence plays an essential role
in the Li ionic conduction as well as VLi. Despite the aniso-
tropic layered structure of Li3N, the Li ionic conduction is
nearly isotropic in the undoped system. This behavior is at-
tributed to the dominance of the Frenkel reactions generating
VLi and Lii, which results in nearly equal formation energies
of the two charge carriers, and to the low migration energies
for VLi in the intralayer direction and for Lii in both direc-

tions. Under the presence of H impurities, an anisotropy in
the ionic conduction arises from VLi-rich defect equilibria,
which enhance and suppress the formation of VLi and Lii,
respectively. Our results show that even such a prototypical
ionic conductor as Li3N exhibits a unique conduction mecha-
nism including the presence of duplex-charge carriers, their
easy motions via metastable intermediate configurations, and
the H-induced change in defect equilibrium, which leads to
its anisotropic conductivity. Since similar mechanisms can
hold for other materials, these insights would renew interest
in pre-existing ionic conductors. They also provide a useful
guideline for designing a new class of high-performance
ionic conductors.
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